
We Turn Assets Into Cash
Data Collection, Packaging, Buyer Lists, Execution

Divestments Made Simple!

Broad Public Marketing or One-off Quiet Sales‒ 
PLS Can Handle Your Divestment Quickly, Efficiently and Expeditiously

In today’s buyers’ market, the difference between a sale and a lost opportunity 
may very well depend on the way your company packages its assets. 

Sales brochures that are unorganized and cumbersome can scare away buyers who don’t have the time to
search through pounds of paper for the relevant facts on the properties you want to sell.

The simple truth is— PLS has the software, experience and talent to convert 
your raw data into quality presentations.  In addition, PLS can combine its packaging resources with the 

industry's largest and most thorough database of buyers to create a sale process built to succeed. 
So don't despair! Call PLS and DivestPro and we can get your well files to 

the showroom in nothing flat.  It's that simple.

To learn how PLS can help, call 713.650.1212 OR
access www.plsx.com for more information.

Richard S. Martin Marketing Made Simple!
Director of Divestment Services
Direct: 713.600.0107 Fax: 713.658.1922
Email: rmartin@plsx.com In Canada Contact: 403.294.1906

Call PLS If You’re Considering Selling!



We Sell Assets!
Properties, Prospects, Overrides & Midstream Assets

PLS' marketing arm DivestPro and our regional technical affiliates have been selling oil and gas assets
since 1990. In fact PLS' inhouse division DivestPro is one of the industry’s largest service bureaus 

handling "cash flow driven assets" valued between $100,000-$100,000,000.
PLS and DivestPro provide sellers: specialized data collection, software and protocols; unique desktop 
publishing, presentation and packaging capabilities; inhouse printing resources; the largest database 

of buyers; multi-dimensional advertising and marketing platforms; unique distribution channels; internet
and physical dataroom platforms; technical expertise and twenty years of corporate experience and 

execution to assure a successful sale.
A few past packages−

                                          

                                          

PLS and DivestPro have marketed over $2.0 billion in assets throughout the U.S. and Canada since 1990
and can work our resources in a "high profile marketing effort" or quick and the quiet negotiated sale.

PLS has alliances with regional brokers and/or technical firms for projects requiring specialized services.

For more information on how PLS can help turn your 
assets into cash call 713.650.1212 or access www.plsx.com.
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Call PLS If You’re Considering Selling!


